The Jawaharlal Nehru University announces vacancies of the following faculty positions:

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER & SYSTEMS SCIENCES
1 & 2. Professors (Two Posts)
3. Associate Professor in Statistical Computing
4, 5, 6 & 7. Assistant Professors (Four Posts)

SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
8. Professor/Associate Professor in Meteorology
9. Associate Professor in Environmental Biology
10. Associate Professor in Environmental Geosciences
11. Associate Professor in Environmental Chemistry
12. Assistant Professor in Environmental Geosciences
13. Associate Professor in Environmental Geosciences
14. Assistant Professor in Environmental Soil Sciences
15. Assistant Professor in Environmental Physics
16. Assistant Professor in Environmental Microbiology/Microbial Ecology

SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
17. Associate Professor in Biodiversity/Biological Evolution/Molecular Evolution
18. Associate Professor in Neurobiology
19. Associate Professor in Immunology
20. Associate Professor in Molecular Genetics
21. Associate Professor in Molecular Cancer Biology
22. Assistant Professor in Radiation Biology
23. Assistant Professor in Organismic Biology/Endocrinology
24. Assistant Professor in Behavioral Biology/Microbial Genetics

CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
25 & 26. Associate Professors in Biotechnology (Two Posts)
27. Assistant Professor in Biotechnology

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
28 & 29. Associate Professors (Two Posts)
30 & 31. Assistant Professors (Two Posts)

SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
32. Professor/Associate Professor
33 & 34. Assistant Professors (Two Posts)
35. Professor/Associate Professor
36. Assistant Professor

SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
37. Professor in Japanese Studies
38. Professor in Chinese Studies
39. Associate Professor in Chinese Studies
40. Associate Professor in Japanese Studies
41. Assistant Professor in Korean Studies

Centre for International Politics, Organization and Disarmament
42. Professor in International Politics
43. Associate Professor in International Politics
44. Associate Professor in International Organization
45. Assistant Professor in Disarmament Studies

Centre for Studies in Diplomacy, International Law and Economics
46. Associate Professor in Economics

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
47. Associate Professors (Two Posts)
48 & 50. Associate Professors (Two Posts)
51. Assistant Professor

Centre for Political Studies
52 & 53. Professors (Two Posts)
54 & 55. Associate Professors (Two Posts)
56. Assistant Professor (Reserved for SC)

Centre for Historical Studies
57. Professor in Economic History
58 & 59. Associate Professor in Medieval Indian History (Two Posts)
60. Associate Professor in Modern European History
61. Associate Professor in Ancient Indian History
62. Assistant Professor in History

Centre for the Study of Regional Development
63. Associate Professor in Remote Sensing and GIS
64. Associate Professor in Population Studies
65. Associate Professor in Psychology of Education
66. Professor in Adult/Continuing Education/Extension/Social Sciences
67. Associate Professor in Adult/Continuing Education/Extension/Social Sciences

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF LAW AND GOVERNANCE
68. Assistant Professor
69. Assistant Professor

SCHOOL OF LANGUAGE, LITERATURE AND CULTURE STUDIES
Centre for Persian & Central Asian Studies
70 & 71. Assistant Professor in Persian (One Reserved for SC)
Centre for Arabic & African Studies
72. Associate Professor in Arabic
73. Assistant Professor in Arabic (Reserved for SC)
Centre for Russian Studies
74 & 75. Associate Professors (Two Posts)
76 & 77. Assistant Professors (Two Posts) (One Reserved for ST)
Centre for Linguistics & English
78. Associate Professor
Centre for German Studies
79 & 80. Assistant Professors in German (Two Posts) (One Reserved for SC)
Centre for French and Francophone Studies
81, 82 & 83. Assistant Professors in French (Three Posts)
Centre for Chinese and Southeast Asian Studies
84 & 85. Assistant Professors in Chinese Language (Two Posts) (One Reserved for SC)
Centre for Indian Languages
86. Professor in Tamil
87. Assistant Professor in Tamil
88. Assistant Professor in Hindi (Reserved for SC)

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND AESTHETICS
89 & 90. Professor/Associate Professor in Musicology/Dance Studies/Cultural Studies/Performance Studies (Two Posts – one Professor and one Associate Professor)
91 & 92. Professor/Associate Professor in Comparative Aesthetics/Ancient Indian Sculpture and Architecture/Asian Art (Two Posts – One Professor and One Associate Professor)

(Note: The above four positions (Post Nos. 89 to 92) related to the School of Arts and Aesthetics were advertised in the Employment News, 21–27 June 2003. Those candidates who have not applied then but wish to apply now may do so. Those who have already applied then and still wish to be considered for appointment may send their updated biodata and any other relevant information, with reference to this advertisement.)

SPECIAL CENTRE FOR MOLECULAR MEDICINE
93 & 94. Professor/Associate Professor (Two Posts)
95. Associate Professor

Structure Based Drug Design/Genetic Disorders/Proteomics and Genomics/Diagnostic Cell Biology/VIrology/Molecular Therapeutics/Neurobiology/Cancer Biology.

NOTE: One of the posts of Assistant Professor is earmarked for PH (Visually Impaired) category. Candidates belonging to this category are encouraged to apply for any of the posts of Assistant Professor in this advertisement. Depending on availability of suitable candidates in particular area/discipline, the corresponding post would be reserved for PH (Visually Impaired) category.

The full text of this advertisement, including essential qualifications, desirable qualifications/specializations, scales of pay, etc. can be had from JNU website: www.jnu.ac.in. Application form may be obtained in person from, or by sending a self-addressed, stamped (Rs 5/-) envelope (23 cm x 10 cm) to, The Assistant Registrar (D), Room No. 131, Recruitment Cell, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 110 067, and can also be downloaded from the above website. Separate application form is required to be filled up for each post. Applications duly forwarded by the competent authority (for those already in Govt. service) should reach the University within 15 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.